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We give readers the fourth volume of �Political Preferences�, an in-
terdisciplinary journal devoted to the study of voting behavior issues, espe-

Institute of Political Science and Journalism at the University of Silesia and 
the Center for Innovation, Technology Transfer and Development Foundation 
of the University of Silesia. Patronage of the project holds Polish Political 
Science Association and the Society for Academic Initiatives. The research 
community centered around �Political Preferences� was initiated by the Section 
at the Polish Electoral Studies Political Science Association and is actively in-
volved in international research projects devoted to electoral behavior.

Journal in his intention promote empirical research in the plane of elec-
toral behavior. Multidimensional and interdisciplinary research in political cir-
cumstances of individuals and their motivation to participate actively in politi-
cal life is important for the development of civil society, one of the important 
dimensions of the electoral participation. Magazine publishers are particularly 
keen on cooperation with researchers of different disciplines who take an empi-
rical analysis of the problem of political preferences: political science, psycho-
logy, sociology, linguistics, philosophy, and others. The degree of involvement 
of citizens and ultimately the decisions made in the electoral process is subject 

-
sis of the correlation existing between them.

This issue of �Political Preferences,� in contrast to the previous, is a re-
port of empirical research, but devoted to the diversity of issues, the common 
denominator is the study of reality social, political and economic, affecting 
voting behavior. This is another step in the development of writing, involving 
not only the extension of the existing formula, but also its internationaliza-
tion. The international dimension �Political Preferences� has been achieved 
not only by initiating the release number in the English language, but also 
by expanding the group of authors and reviewers who write about the people 
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in the future socio-economic status cleavage of transformation risk.
Polish party system is then relatively less stable, which is mainly cau-

sed by the fact that the most powerful local political parties are relatively new 
parties (PO and PiS formed a detachment of AWS in 2001, and dominance as 
the two major Polish political parties before the elections amounted to 2005).

Both of these countries have gone through in the nineties a dramatic 
development of party systems and shows that even in the last approximately 
ten years occurred in these countries in the cleavages some changes. A similar 
trend is expected to take place in the future and therefore it is not possible to 
speak with certainty, what is waiting for further developments.
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INDIVIDUALISM AND CIVIC PARTICIPATION � 

ABOUT CITIZENSHIP

Abstract: 

Individualism, although inherently contrary to the spirit of collectivism, 
is the basis for the development of modern civic attitudes. For the most part, 
individualism determines the degree of interest in politics and the quality of de-
mocracy. Individualism is also the basis for the development of civil society, as 
the unique characteristics of each individual impact the civil society dynamics, 
quality and impact on those in power.

Key words:
individualism, civil society, democracy, participations

Individualism is a concept that not only is the foundation of the liberal 
1

2004: 23-57, Chmielewski 2001: 122, Szacki 1993; 40-41, Karnowska 2005: 

being endowed with autonomy, ability to make rational choices, and to de-

adult should be able to make - sine ira et studio - all decisions concerning many 
aspects of their own life, as long as they are compatible with the freedoms of 
other people. This belief is the original and the only defensible meaning of lib-

The matter, however, is not for individualistic preferences of individuals 
-

cept, its core is seen primarily through the prism of reconciling individualistic 

1 It is widely known that there are numerous schools of liberal thinking. One can state even 
that we are living in the veritable thicket of liberalisms � this has been remarked upon by 
such authors as Jacek Bartyzel, Jerzy Szacki, Adam Chmielewski, Danuta Karnowska.
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-

-
ty versus individualism, to reconcile the individual with both their freedom of 
choice and living within a society. Therefore, the accepted principle should be 

its interpretation in earlier periods when liberalisms were being shaped. 
Nowadays the concepts of individualism and social nature of man have 

-
ning the status of individuals and their relationship to society - only the force of 
their impact has lessened. The reason for this lies in the evolution of thinking 
about individualism not only among the critics of the idea, but also among li-
berals. It is recognized that �the concept of the human person, located entirely 
outside society, not connected to anyone by any ties of obligations and duty, 
not subjected to any determining and shaping external factors, endowed with 
its own autonomous morality is meaningless. (...) � as one cannot give any sen-
se to the notion of a human being who has not been shaped in any community; 
a being that, in other words, would resemble humans from the pre-social con-

Thus, society ceases to be a collection of atomized individuals, and be-
comes a mass of individuals who have the power to exercise their individuali-
stic preferences, making the community of which they are members gaining 
their energy and commitment. This mechanism lies at the heart of reconcilia-
tion of the individual and of the social. The condition for stability of the resul-
ting consensus is that both the individual and the community are not unchan-
geable entities, prone to stagnation, but are constantly on the move, subject to 
constant change processes and renegotiation. Therefore, their mutual relations 
are in fact continuous negotiations, deliberations and repeated conclusion of 
agreements. This process results, on the one hand, in creation of commitment to 
others, but most of all it manifests itself in freedom -  with all its anxieties and 

of which an individual is a member.
The formation of the balanced relationship of an individualistic being 

with the community forces not only compromises, but also adoption of certain 
attitudes towards participation in social life. In discussions on the types of civic 
participation, two models permanently inscribed in the behavior of individuals 
are the leading ones: the liberal and the republican model. They are widely re-
garded as contradictory, but it is easy to notice that they also can complement 
each other. In fact, they were developed on the basis of a similar canon of va-
lues,   and aspire to determine the best model of involved society. Both in the 

republican and the liberal paradigm an important role is played by civic com-
petencies and the person of a social leader. However, their relative importance 
differs depending on the model of civic participation.

The constitutive characteristic of both the liberal and republican model of 
citizenship is the idea of freedom, as without it it would not be at all possible to 
form the notion of a citizen. Of course, this category has a different meaning for 
proponents of liberalism and another for Republicans. The difference lies prima-
rily in the different meaning given to the idea: for liberals, freedom is synony-
mous with lack of coercion. Sometimes it is even commented that the supporters 
of liberalism �run away from politics�, because in their opinion any involvement 
in social life, in the activity of the community questions the primacy of freedom 
over all other phenomena, and thus constitutes a threat. Hence the liberal suspi-

-
edom among liberals, as it is particular to supporters of liberalism described by 
Marcin Król as �liberalism of fear�. Simultaneously among many forms of libe-
ralism some currents favour activities of citizens in the public sphere, as a conse-

Its proponents emphasize the need to �make friends with politics� and to have 
-

proved, and thus in turn better protecting the freedom of the individual.
It is worth noting that such a way of thinking about freedom - in its posi-

tive dimension - is close to the Republican approach. Also in this model we can 
distinguish two sub-models: �Athenian� and �Roman�. Republicanism derived 
from the traditions of Rome overlaps with liberal thinking on freedom: there is 
the belief in the primacy of individual freedoms over community life. As noted 

-
ness, they also, on the other hand, just like the Athenian Republicans emphasize 
the importance of participation for the common good, and combine individual 

-
terpretation of the notion of freedom of followers of the �Roman� Republican 
school is very similar to the assumptions of the �liberalism of courage.�

The most demanding as concerns civic attitudes is the �Athenian� mod-
el of Republicanism. Its supporters acknowledge that humans are social beings 

Contemporary exponents of this position are the communitarians, claiming that 
only by working for the common good is possible to realize individual good as 
well. Thus, there is a clear primacy of positive freedom and the common good 
over negative freedom and personal individualism2. 

2 
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From the different understanding of the idea of   freedom in liberal and 
republican positions also grows a contrasting perception of the relationship be-
tween the individual and the community. While the �liberalisms of fear� re-
cognize the absolute primacy of the individual, understood as an individual 
being, over any manifestation of communalism, in the Republican and �libera-

complicated. They offer no clear opposition between a rational individual, ha-
ving the right to individual happiness and autonomous decision-making and 
the community life style. It is recognized even that without individualism the 
community would lose its opportunity to participate in the the achievement of 

-
munity are not seen as equal in the �Athenian� Republicanism, as its supporters 
stipulate the need for primacy of the community over the individual

This is where the issue of differing interpretations of the problem of civic 
morality stems from. In this case, the dividing line is drawn between the mutual 
commitment of citizens in republicanism, and �the value of individual achie-

-
tes naturally also to the approach to the state. While in liberal thinking, civil 
society exists prior to the state, and state is only an instrument of pursuing in-
dividual interests, for contemporary Republicans the state is an emanation of 
the common good. That is why society cannot be fully realized beyond the 
control of the state. Indirectly, these opposing liberal and republican attitudes 
towards the state also affect the concept of civil society. As noted by Edmund 

society creates citizens; on the other hand according to the liberal current - citi-
zens make up the civil society, but for them to be able to create it they must be 

together; and secondly, have a minimum of civil culture that allows one to see 
among the objectives of collective action not only their own particular interest, 
but also the value of the common good�.

According to the researchers, none of the types/models of participation, 
however, occurs in pure form. Undoubtedly, what should be very strongly em-

participation, especially in the liberal models. It is also worth noting that the le-
vel of individualism has bearing on the degree of knowledge about politics and 
interest in it. In the modern world, knowledge about politics is often the pas-
sport to strengthened civil control. Acknowledgment that the nation-state is ha-
ving increasingly less of an impact on the lives of its citizens is associated with 

mainly to the nature of research subject of the present article. More on communitarian 
models of freedom can be found in my book �Disputing the community. Communitarian 

individual perspective, of fundamental importance are the economy, security 
(internal and external), and ecology. And these very areas are more and more 
slipping away from democratic control at the level of a national state, and in-
creasingly (...) are shaped by decisions made in the corporate mode by transla-
tional military and economic structures�. A citizen may therefore feel no need 
to raise their awareness about politics, which is undoubtedly related to wariness 

-
creasingly complicated world with remote center of power (affected by globali-
zation) needs more and more educated citizens. The reason for this is primarily 

ground for demagogues, as well as the potential social base for possible autho-

-
ning of local citizenship (on the nation-state level) favours the withdrawal of 
individuals from the public sphere of activity into the private sphere. And this 
process in turn promotes decision-making in democratic procedures (elections, 
referenda) by only a minority of citizens. Proof of this thesis may be the decli-
ning electoral participation in Poland.

-
mocratic culture, as emphasized by Gabriel Almond and Sidney Verba, in-
volved individuals must duly recognize objects of the political system and 

-
tics, and these two elements have a positive impact not only on the consolida-
tion of democracy, but also on its quality. This principle applies not only to so-
-called new democracies, but also those that are widely regarded as permanent 
and unwavering. Particular attention to this issue was paid by Robert Dahl, and 
Jacek Raciborski indicates that �polyarchy is not a set of institutions imposed 
on the society. They would not exist if citizens did not take complex actions, for 
example not want to get to know their options during elections and would not 
want to make that choice.� Thus, the �civic knowledge is important from the 
point of view of the key systemic imperative - the continuation of democracy.� 

The postulate and condition of universality of knowledge about politics 
as a determinant of development of civic participation is not always accepted. 
The liberal concept of democracy advocates individualistic nature of citizens and 
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assumption recognizes the absolute rationality of individuals and the possibility 
of its use for the realization of individual interests. Thus, the knowledge posses-
sed by an individual - determining the possible choices � serves only that indivi-
dual, and not the public, and therefore can be seen as part of  liberal, not republi-

Slightly different, but still visibly related position is represented by the 
proponents of deliberative democracy and the elitist concepts. They point out 

authors behind them recognize that in the mass democracies such competences 

phenomenon, a question emerges: on what basis does democracy actually func-

its formal standards above all by its particular brand of elitism, and applying re-

The main advantage of these procedures is not so much their wide reach, but 

Views on the importance of knowledge about politics for citizen par-
ticipation in the deliberative democracy systems are complemented by con-
cepts of elitism, that ever since the Antiquity emphasize that knowledge, inc-

power. In modern times, the elitism theory was further developed by Joseph 
Schumpeter, who indicated that civic competencies do not always apply to so-
ciety as a whole, and do not have the ability to spread. The condition of their 
being used for the common good is the belief that those who are actually inte-

again with the issue already mentioned in the present article: that in this case 
the minority decides the fate of the majority, so the question is whether we are 

treating the democratic regime in the utopian categories - and as such he consi-
ders the notion that democracy is authority exercised by the people. In reality, 

The problem that needs to be highlighted at this point focuses on the 
criteria to be applied to allow periodic elections, and possible sources of mo-
tivating the citizens to participate in them. Elitists propone that it is enough to 
create conditions of equality and accessibility of the election, while refraining 
from any form of persuading the citizens to participate in them. They argument 
that there will always be a group of citizens interested in politics, having know-
ledge about it, who will participate in the election procedures as a result of the 

often feature those which indicate that a high level of knowledge about politics 

It is the inevitable consequence of the replacement of a well-informed citizen 
by one that compensates the lack of knowledge with other mechanisms, such 
as using cognitive heuristics, thus making decisions without having a thorough 

-
ing patterns that allow for quick decisions made at low cost3.

The perception of both the place and role of the individual in society, as 
well as the standards to be met in order to become (or not) an active, involved 
citizen participating in the creation of reality, is undoubtedly important for the 
vision of civil society. For the purposes of this discussion, we should focus pri-
marily on the liberal tradition of civil society, which clearly separates the public 
from the state, so that the public is no longer equated with the political com-
munity the ways it is viewed in the Republican civil society tradition. What to 
the fullest embodies the liberal thinking about civil society is the fact that the 

jurisdiction. This does not mean arbitrary nature of individual actions, but only 

thanks to their rationalism4. However, freedom replaces the civic virtues, thus 
-

tions towards others. This results in the individualization of the concept of a 
good life and exclusion of the common good principle5. What then causes the 

in a society, a consequence of human need for security. Thus, the state becomes 
only an abstract legal entity, a guardian of individual freedoms and protector 

-
pression of the liberal tradition of civil society is both its diversity and separa-
tion, �not only because of the differentiation between the civil society and the 
state, but also due to the recognition of the individuals and their objectives, and 

3 Researchers differentiate three kinds of cognitive heuristics: accessibility (when an event 
that easily springs to mind seems more likely to happen), representation (when we compare 
a given situation to a typical one), anchoring (formulating an opinion on a given subject we 
often operate using the opinion of others we had heard before). 

4 Similarly as in the Republican tradition, also the Liberal current of thought about civil 
society show two trends: �liberalism of fear� and �liberalism of courage�. In the case of 
�liberalism of fear�, an individual clearly takes advantage of their right to be free from 
any coercion of the community or the state. In the �Liberalism of courage,� while also 

thus showing their support for the �freedom to�. 
5 It is limited to the sum of individual goods. 
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Civil society thus becomes a space for individual choice-making, self-determi-

For liberals, civil society is also a space free from state interference, 

a self-government, �forming a dam for the excessive concentration of power� 

outside the state, including both private and public associations, as well as va-
rious forms of cooperation, which contribute to building a culture of public 

The political dimension of civil society is supplemented by economic 
reasons. It is in the sphere of economy that, according to liberals, most activi-
ties of a community nature take place: production, sales and consumption requ-
ire the appearance of spontaneous relationships that are as natural in the poli-
tical sphere as they are in the economic one. Only community relations rooted 
in the economic dimension may determine the existence of civil society in the 
political sense. The economic sphere became the prototype for the liberal pu-
blic sphere: initially all alternatives to the state were appearing in the economic 

what in time caused the emergence of the public sphere intended to develop as 
a result of a debate in which citizens express their collective judgment on mat-

Public sphere in the liberal tradition is an integral part of shaping and 
strengthening civil society. While the private sphere is limited to the indivi-

to �leave the house� in order to discuss local and nationa politics, etc., what 

for example by the distribution of votes in parliamentary elections. However, 
what is happening in the public sphere is largely independent of the political 
sphere, because it operates outside its current goings-on. At the same time the 
public sphere is clearly separated from the private sphere, as the dilemmas be-

In the liberal tradition of thinking about the citizens and their participa-
tion in the life of society and the state places them outside the state. The abo-
ve does not mean hostility of the citizen towards the institutions of the state, 
but only the perception of the citizen, �not so much in their direct relationship 
to the state, but a citizen with associations outside the state, independently of 

which he or she may affect the quality of civil society - however, becoming a 
citizen depends more on interaction with other citizens. As indicated by Jacek 

society understood as (1) �constituted by people communicating and associa-
-

ods (...), or defending some of their freedom, their goods from the state� or (2) 
�an autonomous civil society civil treated as a sphere of private interests, in the-

But regardless of how civil society is viewed, to talk about it at all it 

-
ce the shape and quality of civil society. The examples worth mentioning in 
this context, are the sense of being represented, the sense of being able to in-

Moreover, they point to the need for an individual perception of the role of civil 
society and citizens that make it up. Therefore they should not only be indenti-

Of course, the most desirable type of citizenship is citizenship that is 
involved, engaged. Through participation a citizen legitimizes political po-
wer not only during the democratic elections, but also at times between them. 
The importance of civic competencies should again be emphasized - particu-

-
us forms of civic participation is clearly noticeable. This applies above all to 
conventional forms of participation (elections, participation in associations and 
protests). At the same time, however, we are witnessing an increase in partici-

on the Internet. Undoubtedly, Internet as a medium facilitates individualization 
of citizenship, but on the other hand it also requires collective action to impact 
policy choices. It is also an instrument of communication, for which the rese-

the Internet allows one to cross borders, and thus facilitates formation of civil 

Individualism, although inherently contrary to the spirit of collectivism, 
is the basis for the development of modern civic attitudes. For the most part, 
individualism determines the degree of interest in politics and the quality of 
democracy. Individualism is also the basis for the development of civil society, 
as the unique characteristics of each individual impact the civil society dyna-
mics, quality and impact on those in power.
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Abstract: 

In recent years, there has been increasing interest in phenomenon of 
poor political activity among young adults, manifested in large percentage of 
non-voters and politically non-engaged individuals. The aim of this study was 
to examine the relationships between voting behaviour and political preferen-
ces of young adults and their hierarchy of basic personal values, global subjec-
tive happiness and evaluations of fair and unfair treatment in social exchange.

were power, conformity and tradition, secondly, that the non-voters evaluated 
hedonism lower and security higher than the voters and thirdly, that value pro-

and non-voters in respect of global subjective happiness and evaluations of fair 
-

research provide a psychological characteristic of young adults in terms of ba-
sic values, subjective happiness and perception of unfairness, allowing also to 
identify some of the possible indicators of poor political activity in this group. 

Key words: 
personal values, young voters, non-voters
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